
HISTORY IN A
G L A S S
Magical atmosphere in Trentino



Universe, world, 
the old Europe,
The heart of Europe,
where mountains
and lakes have been for a long time 
boundaries of counts and bishops
of kings and National States
of proud people, peasants and breeders.



LOCATION
Verona
Venice
Trento
Rovereto



VERONA
Verona is situated in southwestern 
Veneto, close to the eastern bank of 
Lake Garda; renowned for the beauty 
of its landscape, Lake Garda is green, 
pretty hills, and beaches large and 
small. 
Verona is the city of love, and William 
Shakespeare is the author that made 
it famous around the world with his 
most romantic tragedy: Romeo and 
Juliet.
Undoubtedly the first destination is 
the house of Juliet.
But Verona is also a beautiful city full 
of monuments to be seen, beginning 
with the picturesque Piazza delle 
Erbe and ending with the magnificent 
Arena.



VERONA
Romeo & Juliet’s 
Balcony



VERONA
Arena



VENICE
Venice is elegant, precious, 
inimitable, entertaining, and 
romantic. It is a jewel in the Italian 
touristic landscape, where churches, 
buildings, old bridges, monuments 
and piazzas are the evidence of the 
artistic and cultural vivacity that 
marks the history of this city.

The heart of Venice is the wonderful 
Piazza San Marco - the most elegant in 
Europe - surrounded by outstanding 
buildings. 
Venice is the best of outdoor 
museums, and it can be toured by 
boat or by gondola, most easily along 
the Canal Grande, the main Venetian 
thoroughfare.



VENICE
Decorating masks



TRENTO

Trento is famous for the beauty of its 
landscape and the quality of its snow, 
making it a favorite destination for 
ski enthusiasts.

Nature and scenery are by no means 
Trento’s only attractions; it also thrives 
with art and culture: the Museum 
of Modern and Contemporary Art 
(MART) in Rovereto serve as prime 
venue for many artistic and cultural 
initiatives. This area’s important 
heritage is visible in the architecture 
of its tiny villages, its castles, and 
many traditions, such as the typical 
Trento Christmas Market.



TRENTO



TRENTO
Piedicastello 
Gallery Museum



HOTELS
Grand Hotel Imperial 4*
Villa Madruzzo 4*
Lido Palace 5*
Hotel Savoy Tonelli 4*
Du Lac et Du Parc Grand Resort 4*
Villa di Campo 4*
Hotel Terme di Comano 4*

Grand Hotel Imperial 4*

Villa Madruzzo 4*

Lido Palace 5*
Hotel Savoy Tonelli 4*

Du Lac et Du Parc Grand Resort 4*

Villa di Campo 4*
Hotel Terme di Comano 4*



GRAND HOTEL IMPERIAL

The hotel opened in 1900 was once 
a treasured summer residence for 
the Austrian imperial family and 
attracted many illustrious guests from 
aristocracy and financial circles. 

As the only hotel in Levico Terme, 
there is a direct line to the precious 
thermal spring water from Levico 
and Vetriolo and its own thermal 
springs department at the Grand 
Hotel Imperial.

The hotel is situated in the middle 
of a vast park. Levico Terme town is 
the perfect starting point for day trips 
and excursions

4*



GRAND HOTEL IMPERIAL

4*



VILLA MADRUZZO

The Hotel Villa Madruzzo is built 
around a historical structure, the 
15th century residence of a noble 
family, integrating two independent 
but complementary structures: the 
Classic and Belvedere wings, the 
latter with modern Wellness facilities.

In the Wellness Centre you will find a 
heated (30°C) indoor swimming pool 
accessible all year round. Through 
the wide scenic windows surrounding 
the swimming pool a breath-taking 
view of the surrounding vineyards 
and Trentino countryside. 

4*



VILLA MADRUZZO

4*



LIDO PALACE

The Lido Palace is an exclusive 
5-star hotel on the shores of Lake 
Garda in the Italian Lakes district. 
Exquisitely restored and redesigned 
to capture its former glory as a retreat 
for royalty, the establishment offers a 
luxury stay in the resort of Riva del 
Garda, complete with a superb spa 
and gourmet restaurants.

5*



LIDO PALACE

5*



HOTEL SAVOY TONELLI

The Hotel Savoy Palace is located in 
Riva del Garda, in a quiet position, 
only 150 meters from the beach 
and 900 meters along the lake, in 
walking distance from the old town.
A resort that offers many services 
and activities included in the price.
An ideal holiday in pure sense of 
relaxation, sport and entertainment.
Large mediterranean garden with 
heated outdoor pool and whirlpool, 
sunbathing area, sun umbrellas and 
adjoining pool bar.
Heated indoor pool with jacuzzi, 
sauna, relaxation and fitness area. 

4*



HOTEL SAVOY TONELLI

4*



DU LAC ET DU PARC 
GRAND RESORT

Situated in the little town of Riva 
del Garda, in Trentino, Du Lac et du 
Parc Grand Resort offers a magical 
location on Lake Garda. Boasting a 
hotel, suites and bungalows, a Spa 
& Fitness centre, a sailing club, 
Gourmet restaurants and a host of 
top-notch amenities

4*



4*

DU LAC ET DU PARC 
GRAND RESORT



VILLA DI CAMPO

Villa di Campo Hotel is a Trentino 
wellness hotel that focuses on the 
fascination for detail coupled with 
the purity and silence that surrounds 
the house, which is one of the oldest 
historic dwellings of the whole of 
Trentino.

The magic of a hotel of charme in 
a land that is still able to boast vast 
green spaces to breathe in, observe 
and listen to.

4*



VILLA DI CAMPO

4*



HOTEL TERME DI COMANO

Just a few kilometers from the ski 
slopes in Campiglio and twenty 
minutes from Lake Garda, the 
Grand Hotel  Terme  offers many 
opportunities for great excursions 
into nature and a place to enjoy 
outdoor sports, such as skiing, 
mountain biking, and the ever more 
popular snowshoeing.

4*



4*
HOTEL TERME DI COMANO



LOCATION
Ferrari Cellar
Margon Inn
Noarna Castle
Beseno Castle
Castelpietra Castle
Pisoni Cellar
Toblino Castle
Buonconsiglio Castle

Ferrari Cellar
Margon Inn

Buonconsiglio Castle

Noarna Castle
Novecento Restaurant

Toblino Castle
Pisoni Cellar

Besena Castle
Castlepietra Castle



ITINERARY
Itinerary with 3 or 4-night stay

Day 1
Visit and stay in Verona or Venezia

Day 2 
Stay in Trento area and visit of the main 
sites of the city
Tasting and visit in a renowned Inn

Day 3
Stay in Rovereto area
Visit and activities in many Castles with 
tasting

Day 4
Stay in Trento area with visit and tasting at 
important Wine Cellars



The variety of wine ranges from the 
famous Lunelli brothers’ trademark 
named Ferrari to the most traditional 
wine produced by “I Dolomitici”, an 
association based in the area around 
Castello di Noarna, that uses old 
grape stumps and labels wine bottles 
with the names of women indicted 
for witchery in that castle.

Since castles were the authority and 
the protection of all activities there 
was one of them in every valley of 
Trentino. Thanks to their position 
castles could control vineyards and 
apple orchards, safeguard breeders’ 
villages and monitor enemies around 
the valleys. But as time goes by 
they became the place of poetry and 
sonnets and observation of sky and 
stars.



FERRARI
Cellar



MARGON
Inn
Tasting and dinner



MARGON
Inn



NOARNA
Castle
Visit and wine tasting.
Activity: design and production of a 
wine label.
Meeting with a professional 
Sommelier.
Exclusive visit.



NOARNA
Castle



NOARNA
Castle



NOVECENTO
Restaurant



BESENO
Castle
Visit.



BESENO
Castle



CASTELPIETRA
Castle
Visit and star observation.



In the Castel Pietra while tasting local 
wine we will have the opportunity to 
observe stars with the astronomical 
observatory of Monte Zugna’s 
equipment and with the guide of 
expert astronomical researchers.



MONTE ZUGNA
Observatory



PISONI
Cellar
Wine tasting.



Wine runs in all Trentino and beyond: 
Cantine Pisoni (wine cellar) is the 
result of an Italian version of “Saving 
Private Ryan”: six brothers left home 
for the First World War in Russia but 
only two of them could came back, 
and create a vineyard in memory 
of their lost brothers. Today that 
vineyard produces renowned wines 
and refined spirits.



TOBLINO
Castle
Lunch.



TOBLINO
Castle



Castle
BUONCONSIGLIO

Visit and dinner.



Castle
BUONCONSIGLIO



Farmers holding a degree, lovers of 
modernity and art, capable to create a 
vineyard by reproducing the vineyard 
represented in the fresco placed in 
the room “Dei mesi” of Castello del 
Buonconsiglio. 




